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In this four-part series of articles on 
externalisation, we shall be exploring 
the basics of externalisation, the 
commercial considerations providing 
an impetus to the decision and the 
extant tax and regulatory aspects 
governing externalisation. 

Funds, as we all know, is a stepping-stone for running any business; 

but it becomes all the more critical for new-age business models to 

find good investors who understand their business and their 

funding requirements.

Unlike the conventional business models, which have track record 

for the investors to evaluate, the new-age business models are 

either yet to be tested, or have much lesser track record.

Nevertheless, it is observed that investors have positively 

considered investing in innovative ideas or in markets with huge 

growth potential. 

In the startup world, the global investors prefer Indian startups to 

setup a holding company in an overseas jurisdiction preferably 

Singapore, the UK, the USA. Partially, this may be due to the 

complexity of the Indian regulations and partially due to the 

comfort of investors in investing in entities having situs in 

mature jurisdictions. 

The process of setting up a holding company outside India for 

holding an Indian business entity is known as externalisation. It 

is also known as flipping the holding structure. There are valid 

commercial reasons for any startup to consider flipping its 

holding structure, though the decision should be backed by 

compliance with the regulatory aspects. 

Externalisation is in vogue. Yet, the need for flipping or the commercial expediency for executing 
externalisation must be evaluated by the founder before actually treading the path. For instance, it may 
be worthwhile for the founders to introspect on the following aspects:

Potential customer base – If the customers or potential customers are spread globally, flipping may be a good idea. However, if the customers 

are based in India, there might be no reason for flipping. In such cases, though, flipping may have to be considered if it increases the chances 

of attracting more investors or if it is a pre-requisite for securing contracts. 

Preferred jurisdiction – The Indian founders may have a specific location in mind where they wish to reside or set base. For instance, many 

Indians wish to settle in the US or the UK if their wards opt for an overseas education or employment. 

The ultimate motive – The founders must have a clarity about the ultimate business motive which can justify the need for externalisation. For 

instance, founders who have experienced the thrill of starting something new and who have set their business on firm foot, may wish to find 

potential buyers and sell the business through a public listing or stake sale. However, there may be others wanting to expand the business 

overseas by capturing a larger market share or expanding in an inorganic manner though mergers and acquisitions. 

Business valuation – Where the founders are desirous of selling the business in the near future, externalisation may be considered as an 

option for achieving a good valuation of business, especially if value is to be created outside India. 

Intellectual Property (IP) holdings – Where the business holds IP, the founders should also figure out the ideal jurisdiction for IP registration 

and execute an IP licensing agreement to protect the intangibles. This could be one possible reason prompting the need for externalisation. 

Another crucial aspect of executing externalisation is the timing. Ideally, externalisation should be undertaken in the early stages of the 

business. Once the start-up is a fully operational entity with a couple of rounds of funding, the valuation increases. This in turn, leads to an 

increased tax liability. Further, the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) approval must also be obtained prior to investing in a holding company with an 

existing or proposed Indian step-down subsidiary before actual investment.

Generally, global investors foresee the long-term benefits of having the holding company outside India. It is a win-win situation for all the 

relevant stakeholders, including the founders, which is why flipping the structure is in vogue, of late. Some of the benefits have been listed 

as under:

For externalizing or flipping the holding structure, one is required to comply with various regulations 
including the foreign exchange regulations like Overseas Direct Investments (ODI) Guidelines, Foreign 
Direct Investments (FDI) Guidelines and Liberalised Remittance Scheme (LRS), corporate laws and 
taxation laws.  

For Indian (resident) founders the journey from where they are to where they want to be, in terms of their holding structure is quite a task, as they 

have to deal with various tax and regulatory challenges. Challenges range from round tripping issues to deemed place of effective management 

(PoEM) of the foreign company in India to the risk of exposing the global restructuring being taxed in India on account of the provisions of indirect 

transfer of Indian assets. 

Restrictions under FDI Guidelines

1. Sectoral caps under FDI – One has to abide by the sector specific capping for foreign 

holdings.

2. Pricing guidelines– Issuance or transfer by Indian resident to a non-resident must be at 

least at a certified fair value. Pricing guidelines are applicable to repatriable investments. 

In case of externalisation by startups, the investments are mainly on repatriable purposes. 

Hence, investments on non-repatriable basis have not been discussed.

3. Exit conditions – The current FDI guidelines prohibit the non-residents to execute any put 

option arrangement with the Indian founders granting them the right to sell their stake at 

an agreed price after a pre-determined period.

Restrictions under ODI Guidelines

1. Maximum cap on the investment – Total financial commitment³ of the Indian entity in an 

overseas company should not exceed 400% of its net worth4 at any point in time. Any 

remittance beyond the specified limit requires prior permission of the RBI. However, in 

case the financial commitment exceeds USD 1 billion in a financial year, it will require prior 

permission from the RBI, even if the total financial commitment is within the outer limit of 

400% of the net worth.

2. Pricing guidelines – Overseas acquisitions must be certified by specified valuers as per 

ODI Guidelines. 

3. A little more than just the holding company – ODI guidelines restrict ODI in financial 

services company. Hence, it is important that the holding company is not formed solely 

for making investment and categorized as a financial services company. One possible 

solution could be to park the Intellectual Property (IP) in the overseas company and 

charge royalty/license fees from the subsidiaries utilizing such IP for its business 

operations and/or charging the subsidiary a management fee for the strategic guidance 

from the management of the holding company.

4. Downstream Indian investment – An Indian resident cannot invest in step-down Indian 

subsidiary through its foreign Wholly Owned Subsidiary (WoS) or Joint Venture (JV) nor 

can it acquire a WoS or invest in JV that already has direct/indirect investment in India 

under the automatic route. In such cases, prior permission from the RBI is required. This is 

to avoid round tripping as discussed in Para 3A above.

Restrictions under LRS5

1. Maximum cap on the investment – An individual can only invest up to overall ceiling6 of 

USD 250,000 per annum. It is imperative to note that once the overall ceiling per annum is 

exhausted, a resident individual would not be eligible to make any further remittances in 

the financial year under LRS, even if the proceeds of the investments have been brought 

back into the country7.
2. Operating company – It should be engaged in bona fide business activity. Foreign entity 

has to be an operating entity only.

3. Single layer company – Foreign entity is not allowed to setup or acquire any step-down 

subsidiary either in India or abroad.

4. Restriction on disinvestment – No disinvestment is allowed until one year from the date of 

making the first remittance for setting up or acquiring the JV or WoS abroad. This 

provision ensures that round tripping, as discussed in Para 3A above, is kept at bay.

As per the current provisions of the Indian Income-tax Act, 1961 (ITA), a foreign company 

(incorporated or registered outside India) will be deemed to be an Indian tax resident if its place 

of effective management (PoEM), in that year, is in India. Consequently, global income of such 

foreign company shall be taxable in India. 

PoEM means a place where key management and commercial decisions that are necessary for 

the conduct of business of an entity as a whole are, in substance made. This is subject to 

certain thresholds of passive income, assets value, number of employees, payroll expenses 

and other conditions.

The rationale behind introducing the concept of PoEM was to catch hold of shell companies 

which were solely created to park profits outside India, while effectively the business 

operations were managed from India. However, it is pertinent to note that the risk of attracting 

PoEM provisions will arise only if the key decision makers for the business are Indian tax 

residents and not otherwise. It is also pertinent to note that PoEM risk will remain even if such 

structure (involving Indian residents from FEMA perspective) has been approved by the RBI as 

tax authorities are separate and independent authorities existing for different objectives. 

The ITA contains a deeming fiction wherein transfer of any shares or interest in a foreign entity 

which derives its value, either directly or indirectly, substantially from assets located in India 

will be deemed to be taxable in India. In case of externalisation, indirect transfer provisions 

may get triggered when the foreign entity’s shares are transferred wherein the substantial value 

of such shares or interest is derived from its Indian subsidiary company. This will mostly 

happen in cases where the business operations are in India with hardly any value, except the 

intangible – if at all – in the foreign entity. This will mainly happen in startups with 

manufacturing operations in India for various reasons including costs, market, etc. 

The risk of attracting indirect transfer provisions remains irrespective of the residential status 

of the founders or founders.

General anti-avoidance rules or the GAAR, with its wide ramifications which are yet to 

witnessed practically, may simply disregard the holding company structure if it is found lacking 

commercial substance. Having said that, the startups which can substantiate the commercial 

rationale of implementing such structure should not be bothered much. 

Proposed ODI guidelines8 

The existing restrictions like obtaining prior approval of the RBI in case of round 

tripping issue is expected to be done away with as long as the structure does not 

result in tax avoidance/tax evasion. In other words, transactions involving round 

tripping may be permitted under the automatic route. RBI’s approval may be 

required only in cases where the transaction involves tax evasion or tax avoidance. 

Clarifications are expected to emerge on what constitutes “tax evasion/ tax 
avoidance.” 

This is a welcome step since it recognizes the modern investment structures under 

externalization and SPACs, which may involve remitting funds to overseas entities which 

in turn invest in step down subsidiaries in India as well as in other countries. The RBI 

recognizes that not every transaction involving round tripping may be designed for tax 

evasion or money laundering, i.e., if a transaction is motivated by commercial reasons like 

access to overseas bourses, better opportunities to find investors etc., the transaction 

may be allowed.   

A.  ROUND TRIPPING

B.  RESTRICTIONS UNDER FDI 
GUIDELINES, ODI GUIDELINES, 
AND LRS²

C.  EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF 
THE FOREIGN ENTITY

D.  APPLICABILITY OF INDIRECT 
TRANSFER PROVISIONS ON EXIT

E.  GAAR

The term round tripping, as the name 

suggests, means something which is 

re-directed to its origin. In the financial 

context, it means funds travelling all the 

way from its origin to an offshore 

jurisdiction only to return to its place of 

origin, but in a disguised form. 

For example – An Indian resident (individual or others) establishes a new entity or invests in an 

existing entity in a foreign country and such foreign entity in turn invests in an Indian entity. In 

short, if the founder/(s) in Figure 2 above are Indian residents¹ as per the provisions of the 

Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (FEMA), it would tantamount to round tripping. 

However, if the founder/(s) in Figure 2 are non-residents (as per the FEMA provisions), no round 

tripping issue may arise, and externalisation would only require compliance with the foreign 

direct investment (FDI) Guidelines when the foreign entity invests in the Indian entity.

These kinds of transactions have been in news recently. However, such transactions now 

require explicit approval from the RBI, which is what makes externalisation challenging, as it 

involves increased time, efforts and costs to materialize the flipping of holding structure.

Benefits from the Investors’ Perspective

Figure 1: Basic Company Structure Figure 2: Foreign Holding Company Structure

Benefits from the Founders’ Perspective

Management of complex Indian regulations

Relaxed investment environment (depending on overseas 

jurisdiction chosen for the holding company)

Reduced transaction costs

Better enforceability of rights in matured economies

Flexible exit options as compared to India which currently 

restricts assured exit price

No pricing restrictions

Access to global capital by attracting more investors at 

sometimes better valuation; 

Possibility of listing overseas in future, which is not possible 

currently for an Indian company 

Better infrastructure and government policies aligned to 

business growths as against revenue collections

 

Antiquated Indian regulations not in sync with reality leading 

to time consuming compliances 

Better business opportunities in terms of tapping new 

markets and securing new contracts
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In light of the above discussion, it is always advisable to obtain RBI approval in case the founder(s) are 
Indian residents to avoid any round tripping issue. However, if the founder(s) decide to move abroad and 
become non-residents under FEMA then there is no need to obtain RBI approval since, in that case, there 
will be no round tripping threat.

It will be interesting to see what shape the proposed ODI regulations take to support the growing startup 
ecosystem. Having said that, there cannot be one-size-fits-all approach, and the decision to flip or not 
depends on multiple factors including commercial objectives, stage at which the startup is at that 
moment, tax and regulatory implications, etc. While the tax and regulatory aspects can definitely be taken 
care of by your tax and legal consultants, the need for externalisation must be established at your end. 

Did this piece of knowledge
make you inquisitive to know 
more about the potential methods 
of externalisation? Wait, until we
roll out part two.

Part Two will present some simple structures of flipping and you may decide how best we can 

customise for you. 

Part Three of this series will specifically focus on Special Purpose Acquisition Company 

(SPAC) or blank cheque companies and the regulations applicable to them. 

The Indian founders have welcomed the externalisation structures as evident from the number 

of deals in this space. This has pushed the regulators to come out with regulations paving way 

for smooth execution of externalisation. 

Part Four enlists some regulatory changes in the pipeline which are sure to see the light of the 

day in the near future. 

4 Our Take

More in this series

¹ For the purpose of FEMA, an individual residing in India for 182 days or more in a year is 

considered an Indian resident, unless he goes outside India for employment, business or any 

other reason which substantiates his intention to stay abroad for an indefinite period. 

² Foreign Direct Investments, Overseas Direct Investments and Liberalised Remittance Scheme

³ Financial commitment includes any form of investment (equity/preference), loan, guarantees 

(corporate guarantee, bank guarantee, performance guarantee).

4 Net worth should be construed as on last audited Balance Sheet. Net worth means paid up 

capital and free reserves (including securities premium)

5 LRS is to be read along with the ODI guidelines

6 Includes all types of transactions in foreign currency including anything spent for medical 

treatment abroad, travel, education abroad, etc.

7 FAQ # 8 on LRS

8 https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=4023

  https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=4024


